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Virustotal api alternative



Back Home Special Privileges can be considered honeypots, honeyclients, and other projects providing resources (samples or URLs) to VirusTotal. If your are filing hundreds of new files a day from your honeypot, feel free to contact us for additional quota. If you have fewer samples, you
can do some things: Edit the scripts to wait 30 to 60 seconds before repeating the X time if you receive a response code above the 204 quota. Implement logic to effectively utilize your quota, for example: Check the hash on VirusTotal to see if we've already analyzed it. If we do not upload
and scan the file. Repeat steps 1 and 2 for any files that you want to check. This ensures that all files are in our scanning queue. Once all your files have been uploaded, then poll us for results in the order in which you submitted the files. VirusTotal also has a premium API to which you can
log in. This API allows you, among other things, to have a higher speed and get more information, you can read more in this article. If any of these alternatives suit your purposes, please feel free to contact us. amavisvt is a daemon to include Virustotal as an amavisd-new virus scanner
using the Virustotal Public API. amavisvt uses memcached to reduce the number of calls to the API. While it is possible to run amavisvt without memached, it is strongly recommended to do so. Even with memcached on the site, you can hit the Virustotals API limit pretty quickly and
amavisvt stops detecting new threats. If you encounter Virustotal's API limit periodically, you may want to change the API endpoint url to an alternative (see below) that acts as a proxy and has a much higher limit. amavisvt uses SHA256 hash mimeparts to retrieve file scan messages from
Virustotal. amavisvt does not send any content virustotal if you have file pattern detection feature enabled (see amavisvt_example.cfg details). To reduce the number of requests for VT even more, amavisvt just asks for messages for parts whose mime type (identified libmagic) starts with
the application /, image / or are typical scripts (perl, python, shell). In future versions, amavisvt can integrate a configurable filter for mime types and/or file extensions. Gentoo Add last hope overlay and discover amavisvt: layman-last hope pops up app-antivirus/amavisvt -av Ubuntu 16.04
(and beyond) Download and unzim the source to the directory of choice (like /usr/local/src). Change the extracted files and run: apt install python3-pip pip3 install -r requirements.txt python3 setup.py install This should install the plugin in /usr/local/lib/python3.5/dist-packages/amavisvt-0.5.3-
py3.5.egg/amavisvt. Copy amavisvt_example.cfg to / etc / amavisvt.cfg and edit to suit your needs. Most defaults will be fine, but you need to change the api key value. To perform a test run, you can run: python3 If it works for you create a system service by copying amavis-vtd.service to
/etc/systemd/systemd/system and running: systemctl daemon-reload systemctl enable amavis-vtd systemctl start amavis-vtd Tested with Python 3.5.2. First, create an account virustotal.com to obtain the API key. After registration, you can find it under My API key amavisvt ships with an
example configuration file. Place it in one of the following locations: /etc/amavisvt.cfg, ~/amavisvt.cfg or ./amavisvt.cfg and customize it to your needs. Please note that the location of the memcached is not configurable at the moment. The instance must run 127.0.0.1:11211 and must accept
connections from localhost. As a final step, configure amavisd-new by adding the following snippets to @av_scanners or @av_scanners_backup. Starting with 0.4, AmavisVT uses a daemon: ['AmavisVTd', \&amp;ask_daemon, [CONTSCAN {}, /run/amavisvtd.sock], undef, qr/(?:D (.*)/m,
qr/(?:D etected as) (.*)/m], License See LICENSE.txt November 30, 2017 | OpswatcisOs in each organization fear the possibility of sensitive corporate files and data being exposed. However, the need for up-to-date, usable threat data is enormous. As a result, many incident response teams
upload corporate VirusTotal files for free multiscanning. The problem is that VirusTotal is not private. Any samples uploaded to VirusTotal leave the organization and are basically available to all other researchers using the service. While multiscanning and threat intelligence are more
important than ever, this compromise of privacy is less than ideal and potentially disastrous. However, there is an alternative. Safe, Local MultiscanningThere are effective multiscanning options outside of VirusTotal. MetaDefender is one of these options. MetaDefender offers organizations
the opportunity to reap the benefits of multiscanning and threat intelligence privately. It is possible to deploy MetaDefender with over 35+ anti-malware engines locally, so the files go through the multiscanning process without leaving the corporate network. Alternatively, MetaDefender Cloud
customers can enable private scanning so that their samples are never shared. Organisations thus benefit from multiscanning without exposeing their sensitive files to public view. Multiscanning Results and PerformancePerformance is another key factor in choosing a multiscanning
solution. MetaDefender combines up to 35+ anti-malware engines (and more than 30 in some packages) and scans files and archives quickly and efficiently. MetaDefender file scans often take less than 500 milliseconds. In addition, some MetaDefender packages have detection rates over
99.5% with minimal false positives. As a result, malware outbreaks are detected within minutes. According to our recent measurements, MetaDefender Cloud is actually faster than VirusTotal.Number of File ScansMetaDefender
CloudVirusTotal510.59s1109.72s10178.73s3411.97s15176.74s4066.51sNumber of HashesMetaDefender more information can be found in our report on the outbreak. The advantages of MetaDefender vs. VirusTotalAside from net performance and privacy concerns, MetaDefender is a
more complete solution that offers unique technology to solve the problems posed by the current threat landscape. Data Sanitization (CDR) strips potentially malicious content, as scripts or embedded objects, from files and reconstructs them with their original content intact. MetaDefender
offers the widest and deepest CDR on the market for nearly 30 file types, and more than 100 file type conversions are supported. Vulnerability informationMetaDefender provides data about the vulnerability associated with each hash file. Threat IntelligenceMetaDefender has real-time threat
data that allow developers and security administrators to blacklist the latest known malicious MD5, SHA1, and SHA256 hash. A rapidly growing databaseon a daily basis, MetaDefender processes new unique files, adding to its rapidly growing database collected from tens of thousands of
frequent users. Try a 14-day trial of MetaDefender to see how MetaDefender offers the benefits of VirusTotal with none of the typical disadvantages of relying on a third-party tool. VTISearch is a small tool to run a VirusTotal Intelligence search query. A query may contain powerful search
modifiers (listed in the documentation) that enable effective threat research and hunting operations. The program uses the v3 VirusTotal API. Please note that to search intelligence (and most other features of the program), you will need a private key API, i.e. access to VirusTotal Enterprise.
The API key is required at first start-up and is stored in the system keying for security reasons. By default, VTISearch retrieves information about the first 20 samples that are associated with the search query. However, results for up to 300 samples can also be requested using the -l (-limit)
parameter. The information includes a list of hash samples (MD5, SHA1, SHA256, and - if any - VirusTotal vhash similarity hash), type and size of artifact, dates of (first and last) submission, and also detection statistics. Additional details, such as scan results on the vendor, may appear
when speculating a detailed (-in) parameter. Up to three different levels of exudation are supported. VTISearch is able to download samples as well as behavior (dynamic analysis) messages for intelligence retrieval. Dynamic analysis reports are also automatically analysed to extract
network compromise indicators (IOCs). If you use the --csv option, you can export the results in CSV format for subsequent import, such as Maltego or other chart visualization programs. Retrieves information for up to 300 artifacts (samples, domains, URLs) that are related to a search
query. The information includes meta data as well as detailed scan and on-demand detection results. Supports downloading related samples and behavioural (dynamic analysis) messages. Behavioral messages are automatically checked for network compromise indicators (IOCs). Use
multiple workers to speed up operations. All information is categorized into different subfolders. Detailed protocols facilitate post-processing. The results can be exported in CSV format for subsequent visualization of the relationship, e.g. Requirements and installation of the Linux operating
system (tested on Ubuntu 18.04) Python 3.7 + pip3 vt-py keyring Notes on Python 3.7 and Ubuntu 18.04 By default, Python 3.6 is still installed on Ubuntu 18.04. You can install version 3.7 (or 3.8) with $sudo apt-get to install python3.7 and then change to the new version with *$sudo
update-alternatives --config python3 (* In case you should get an error message that no alternative has been found, run sudo update-alternatives --install /usr/bin/python3 python3 /usr/bin/python3.7 1.) If you subsequently run python3 --version, you should see the new version. Please note
that you may need to reinstall the appropriate packages for this version. Please reinstall pip3 with $sudo apt-get install --reinstall python3-pip Package installation and storage cloning Once Python 3.7 is avaialble, you can conveniently install all required packages as follows: $sudo pip3
install vt-py keyring (I did a global installation of packages in this example. If you want, feel free to set up a virtual environment.) Clone the VTISearch repository, and run the program: $git clone . $cd vti_search &amp;amp; python3 vti_search -h Options and uses: vti_search.py [-h] [-q
QUERY] [-l LIMIT] [--logfile LOG] [--download-dir DOWNLOAD_DIR] [-d] [-f SAMPLE_FILE] [--no-behavior] [-v] [--csv] optional arguments: -h, --help View this Help message and exit -q QUERY, --query QUERY Run the VirusTotal Intelligence search query. -l LIMIT, --limit LIMIT Limits the
number of samples to return. --logfile LOG Log file name. --download-dir DOWNLOAD_DIR The name of the directory where the retrieved information will be stored v. -d, --download if it is set, also downloads samples from VirusTotal that are listed in the intelligence search. -f
SAMPLE_FILE, --file SAMPLE_FILE the sample downloads referenced in the file. --no-behavior If set, it does not receive behavior reports for samples. -v, --verbose If set up, view detailed information about messages. To view detailed scan results, use -v. -u, --update-key If set, offers to
enter a new API key. -w, --workers Number of concurrent workers. --csv If set, displays the results as comma separated values. In most cases, VTISearch is performed with the -q (-query) parameter. This query is sent to VirusTotal through the v3 API. The relevant samples shall not be
downloaded by default. However, this procedure can be easily activated with the -d parameter. $python3 vti_search.py -q evil.exe intelligence intelligence it is also possible to process the hash list that is stored in the file. As such, the program can be used as a quick sample downloader and
MOV processor: $ python3 python3 vti_search.py -f ./iocs.txt Approaches can also be mixed. For example, you can first review the query results in a little more detail, edit the list of samples in the range, and then restart the program with the option to download the updated sample list turned
on. Alternatively, you might want to combine intelligence search results with the pointers highlighted in the (third-party) report to create a more detailed overview of a specific campaign or operation. By default, all log files, samples, and reports are stored in a separate directory (identified by
a timestamp) that is created when you start the program in the download folder. If you prefer to update an existing directory instead, you can explicitly set the --download-dir parameter. For example, assuming you would like to explore an APT campaign, you can perform an intelligence
search, get the first 100 results in a detailed format, and save all the information in a specific folder as follows: $python3 vt_search.py -d -q &lt;query&gt; -l 100 -vvv --download-dir=downloads/apt Sample queries and intelligence retrieval The following queries are intended solely for
demonstration purposes to illustrate search options and possible uses for the program: View samples with detection statistics that were submitted after 1.5.2020 and were detected by more than five but fewer than 10 vendors. $python3 vti_search.py -q ls:2020-05-01+ positives:01+
positives:1 5+ positives:10- -in --no-behavior View PDF documents in German that were delivered as an email attachment and contain embedded JavaScript. $python3 vti_search.py -q tag :attachment type:pdf lang:german tag:js-embedded View signed executable files with a size of less
than 300 KB that were detected by more than five vendors. $python3 vti_search.py -q size:300KB- positives:5+ tag:signed type:peexe Show up to five samples, representing Microsoft Office documents that execute code when opened and likely set the AutoRun key for endurance. $python3
vti_search.py -q behavior:'currentversion\run\' type:docx tag:auto-open -l 5 Data export and collaboration VTISearch supports the export of all CSV information. The content exported depends on the level of exudation. For example, when you multiply the -vvv parameter, detailed antivirus
messages are exported to CSV format. On the other hand, when you assign the -v parameter, a higher-level summary statistic is created. You can also export a list of network indicators retrieved from reports with dynamic sandbox analyses in CSV format. This information may
subsequently be loaded, e.g. Malta, in order to visualise the relationships concerned. Example Run $ python3 vti_search.py -d -q evil.exe -l 10 -vv VTISearch - VirusTotal Intelligence Search - Version 0.1.0 Written by Stefan Voemel.
&lt;/query&gt;2axxxxxxxxxe4b2be454ed0dxxxxxxxxxx7db18e9780xxxxxxxx10dcabxxxxxx MD5: xxxxx09dxxxxxc271cxxxxx5cb6xxxxx Sha1: xxxxxx71bxxxxx4aaxxxx383xxxxce8xxxxe00xx VHash: xxx04xx5xdxx1xx8xxxx2txxxx Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows (GUI) Intel 80386 32-
bit Type Tag: peexe Size: 73802 First submission: 2020-05-07 11:16:58 Last submission: 2020-05-07 11:16:58 Number of submissions: 1 Unique sources: 1 Malicious: 58 Suspicious: 0 Undetected: 14 [Host] 1xx.16.xxx.xxx:4444
798xxxx29xxxx4xxxe3dxxxa8xfxx3x2excxxxe7xxc4cxxxd4x4fx4x05xxxxxx MD5: xxxx27xxxx28xxxx14xxxb34xxx13xxx Sha1: xxxxb6xxx1f4xxxxdb26xxxx94xxxx5dxx61cxxx VHash: xxx03xxx7dxxx2xx Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows (console) Intel 80386 32-bit Type Tag: peexe
Size: 4752 First submission: 2011-07-04 22:00:08 Last submission: 2020-05-06 13:39:21 Number of submissions: 1951 Unique sources: 1472 Malicious: 58 Suspicious: 0 Undetected: 14 [Host] 1xx.1xx.221.22:80 [Host] 1xx.1xx.131.241:80 [Host] 1xx.xxx.78.24:443 [Host] 1xx.xxx.78.25:443
[URL] hxxp://www.xxxxxxxx.com/ad.html File Structure ├── downloads Program data │ └── &lt;timestamp&gt;│ ├── artifacts.txt List of artifacts that were in scope │ ├── behavior/ Directory for behavioral reports │ ├── csv Directory with CSV files │ │ ├── domains.csv Exported
domains (if existing) │ │ ├── network_iocs.csv Exported network indicators │ │ ¡¡¡samples.csv Exported sample (if any) │ │ └-- urls.csv Exorted URL (if any) │-- log.txt Detailed log file with program runtime message │ ¡-- messages / Directory for summary messages and network
indicators (*.ioc) │ │ -- &lt;sample&gt;Text summary message for sample │ │ ¡-- &lt;sample.ioc&gt;Extracted network indicators for the sample │ │ ¡ - &lt;sample.raw&gt;Static analysis report for sample in JSON format │ -- sample / Directory for malware samples │-- lib Library program │ ¡--
auxiliary.py │ ¡-- sandboxes.py │ └-- vt.py │ ¡-- README.md └-- vti_search.py Main program file Comments and other notes I am not a professional developer or software engineer, and this program should be seen as a small helper tool. While I love to regularly write smaller tools in my
spare time for incident response, malware analysis and threat intelligence scenarios, I very rarely upload any of them. The only reason I did so for this program is because the number of alternatives for the V3 VirusTotal API is currently still very limited. That being said, I spend the vast
majority of my time (i.e. my professional life) with leading security teams and offer strategic advice and advice at a higher level. As such, if you think the code &lt;beep&gt;is, you are probably right. Page 2 of VTISearch is a small tool to run a virustotal intelligence search query. A query may
contain powerful search modifiers (listed in the documentation) that enable effective threat research and hunting operations. The program uses the v3 VirusTotal API. Please note that to search informácií (a väčšina ďalších funkcií&lt;/beep&gt; &lt;/sample.raw&gt; &lt;/sample.ioc&gt;
&lt;/sample&gt; &lt;/timestamp&gt; &lt;/timestamp&gt; program), you need a private API key, i.e. access to VirusTotal Enterprise. The API key is required at first start-up and is stored in the system keying for security reasons. By default, VTISearch retrieves information about the first 20
samples that are associated with the search query. However, results for up to 300 samples can also be requested using the -l (-limit) parameter. The information includes a list of hash samples (MD5, SHA1, SHA256, and - if any - VirusTotal vhash similarity hash), type and size of artifact,
dates of (first and last) submission, and also detection statistics. Additional details, such as scan results on the vendor, may appear when speculating a detailed (-in) parameter. Up to three different levels of exudation are supported. VTISearch is able to download samples as well as
behavior (dynamic analysis) messages for intelligence retrieval. Dynamic analysis reports are also automatically analysed to extract network compromise indicators (IOCs). If you use the --csv option, you can export the results in CSV format for subsequent import, such as Maltego or other
chart visualization programs. Retrieves information for up to 300 artifacts (samples, domains, URLs) that are related to a search query. The information includes meta data as well as detailed scan and on-demand detection results. Supports automatic downloading of associated samples and
behavioral (dynamic analysis) reports. Behavioral messages are automatically checked for network compromise indicators (IOCs). Use multiple workers to speed up operations. All information is categorized into different subfolders. Detailed protocols facilitate post-processing. The results
can be exported in CSV format for subsequent visualization of the relationship, e.g. Requirements and installation of the Linux operating system (tested on Ubuntu 18.04) Python 3.7 + pip3 vt-py keyring Notes on Python 3.7 and Ubuntu 18.04 By default, Python 3.6 is still installed on Ubuntu
18.04. You can install version 3.7 (or 3.8) with $sudo apt-get to install python3.7 and then change to the new version with *$sudo update-alternatives --config python3 (* In case you should get an error message that no alternative has been found, run sudo update-alternatives --install
/usr/bin/python3 python3 /usr/bin/python3.7 1.) If you subsequently run python3 --version, you should see the new version. Please note that you may need to reinstall the appropriate packages for this version. Please reinstall pip3 with $sudo apt-get install --reinstall python3-pip Package
installation and storage cloning Once Python 3.7 is avaialble, you can conveniently install all required packages as follows: $sudo pip3 install vt-py keyring (I did a global installation of packages in this example. If you want, feel free to set up a virtual environment.) Clone VTISearch
repository, and run the program: $ git clone . $cd vti_search &amp;amp; python3 vti_search -h Options and uses: vti_search.py [-h] [-q QUERY] [-l LIMIT] [--logfile LOG] [--download-dir DOWNLOAD_DIR] [-d] [-f SAMPLE_FILE] [--no-behavior] [-v] [--csv] optional arguments: -h, --help View
this Help message and exit -q QUERY, --query QUERY Run the VirusTotal Intelligence search query. -l LIMIT, --limit LIMIT Limits the number of samples to return. --logfile LOG Log file name. --download-dir DOWNLOAD_DIR The name of the directory where the retrieved information will be
stored v. -d, --download if it is set, also downloads samples from VirusTotal that are listed in the intelligence search. -f SAMPLE_FILE, --file SAMPLE_FILE the sample downloads referenced in the file. --no-behavior If set, it does not receive behavior reports for samples. -v, --verbose If set
up, view detailed information about messages. To view detailed scan results, use -v. -u, --update-key If set, offers to enter a new API key. -w, --workers Number of concurrent workers. --csv If set, displays the results as comma separated values. In most cases, VTISearch is performed with
the -q (-query) parameter. This query is sent to VirusTotal through the v3 API. The relevant samples shall not be downloaded by default. However, this procedure can be easily activated with the -d parameter. $python3 vti_search.py -q evil.exe -d Rather than performing an intelligence
search, it is also possible to process the hash list that is stored in the file. As such, the program can be used as a quick sample downloader and MOV processor: $ python3 python3 vti_search.py -f ./iocs.txt Approaches can also be mixed. For example, you can first review the query results
in a little more detail, edit the list of samples in the range, and then restart the program with the option to download the updated sample list turned on. Alternatively, you might want to combine intelligence search results with the pointers highlighted in the (third-party) report to create a more
detailed overview of a specific campaign or operation. By default, all log files, samples, and reports are stored in a separate directory (identified by a timestamp) that is created when you start the program in the download folder. If you prefer to update an existing directory instead, you can
explicitly set the --download-dir parameter. For example, assuming you would like to explore an APT campaign, you can perform an intelligence search, get the first 100 results in a detailed format, and save all the information in a specific folder as follows: $python3 vt_search.py -d -q
&lt;query&gt; -l 100 -vvv --download-dir=downloads/apt Sample queries and intelligence retrieval The following queries are intended solely for demonstration purposes to illustrate search options and possible uses for the program: View samples with detection statistics submitted after
1.5.2020 and have been detected more than five but less 10 predajcov. $ python3 vti_search.py -q &lt;/query&gt; &lt;/query&gt; positives:5+ positives:10- -in --no-behavior View PDF documents in German that were delivered as an email attachment and contain embedded JavaScript.
$python3 vti_search.py -q tag:attachment type:pdf lang:german tag:js-embedded View signed executable files with a size of less than 300 KB that have been detected by more than five vendors. $python3 vti_search.py -q size:300KB- positives:5+ tag:signed type:peexe Show up to five
samples, representing Microsoft Office documents that execute code when opened and likely set the AutoRun key for endurance. $python3 vti_search.py -q behavior:'currentversion\run\' type:docx tag:auto-open -l 5 Data export and collaboration VTISearch supports the export of all CSV
information. The content exported depends on the level of exudation. For example, when you multiply the -vvv parameter, detailed antivirus messages are exported to CSV format. On the other hand, when you assign the -v parameter, a higher-level summary statistic is created. You can
also export a list of network indicators retrieved from reports with dynamic sandbox analyses in CSV format. This information may subsequently be loaded, e.g. Malta, in order to visualise the relationships concerned. Example Run $ python3 vti_search.py -d -q evil.exe -l 10 -vv VTISearch -
VirusTotal Intelligence Search - Version 0.1.0 Written by Stefan Voemel. ------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 2axxxxxxxxxe4b2be454ed0dxxxxxxxxxx7db18e9780xxxxxxxx10dcabxxxxxx MD5: xxxxx09dxxxxxc271cxxxxx5cb6xxxxx Sha1:
xxxxxx71bxxxxx4aaxxxx383xxxxce8xxxxe00xx VHash: xxx04xx5xdxx1xx8xxxx2txxxx Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows (GUI) Intel 80386 32-bit Type Tag: peexe Size: 73802 First submission: 2020-05-07 11:16:58 Last submission: 2020-05-07 11:16:58 Number of submissions: 1
Unique sources: 1 Malicious: 58 Suspicious: 0 Undetected: 14 [Host] 1xx.16.xxx.xxx:4444 798xxxx29xxxx4xxxe3dxxxa8xfxx3x2excxxxe7xxc4cxxxd4x4fx4x05xxxxxx MD5: xxxx27xxxx28xxxx14xxxb34xxx13xxx Sha1: xxxxb6xxx1f4xxxxdb26xxxx94xxxx5dxx61cxxx VHash:
xxx03xxx7dxxx2xx Type: PE32 executable for MS Windows (console) Intel 80386 32-bit Type Tag: peexe Size: 4752 First submission: 2011-07-04 22:00:08 Last submission: 2020-05-06 13:39:21 Number of submissions: 1951 Unique sources: 1472 Malicious: 58 Suspicious: 0 Undetected:
14 [Host] 1xx.1xx.221.22:80 [Host] 1xx.1xx.131.241:80 [Host] 1xx.xxx.78.24:443 [Host] 1xx.xxx.78.25:443 [URL] hxxp://www.xxxxxxxx.com/ad.html File Structure ├── downloads Program data │ └── &lt;timestamp&gt; │ ├── artifacts.txt List of artifacts that were in scope │ ├── behavior/
Directory for behavioral reports │ ├── csv Directory with CSV files │ │ ├── domains.csv Exported domains (if existing) │ │ ├── network_iocs.csv Exported network indicators │ │ ¡¡¡samples.csv Exported sample (if any) │ │ └-- urls.csv Exorted URL (if any) │-- log.txt Detailed log file with
program runtime message │¡-- messages / &lt;/timestamp&gt;for summary reports and network indicators (*.ioc) │ │-- Text summary message for &lt;sample&gt;sample │ │ ¡-- &lt;sample.ioc&gt;Extracted network indicators for sample │ │ ¡-- &lt;sample.raw&gt;Static sample analysis report
in JSON │ format samples/ Malware samples │ ¡ -- Lib libraries │ -- auxiliary.py │ -- sandboxes.py │ └-- vt.py │ -- README.md └-- vti_search.py Main program file Comments and other notes I am not a professional developer or software engineer, and this program should be seen as a
small helper tool. While I love to regularly write smaller tools in my spare time for incident response, malware analysis and threat intelligence scenarios, I very rarely upload any of them. The only reason I did so for this program is because the number of alternatives for the V3 VirusTotal API
is currently still very limited. That being said, I spend the vast majority of my time (i.e. my professional life) with leading security teams and offer strategic advice and advice at a higher level. As such, if you think the code &lt;beep&gt;is, you are probably right.&lt;/beep&gt; &lt;/sample.raw&gt;
&lt;/sample.ioc&gt; &lt;/sample&gt;
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